Reminder
▪ Reminder: BSPlink
Credentials

Welcome to the November 2017 Newsletter!
GDS

November Developments

Reminder: BSPlink Credentials
▪ NGISS – New Location Type/Host
Location Type additions
▪ Weblink FPTP field change for
airlines

BSPlink users are reminded not to share their passwords. Sharing
account credentials can put organizational security at risk by exposing
customer information and financial data to unauthorized users.
Also, use strong passwords, and remember they need to be unique in
every system and changed on a regular basis.
Lastly, please remember that you can use the "Forgotten Password?"
Link in the BSPlink home page to reset and reinforce your credentials.

Future Developments
▪ Weblink process change in current
validations

November Developments
NGISS - New Location Type/Host Location Type additions
As a part of the NGISS Project, the agent master file and BSPlink form
for registering new agents will be adapted to accept new values for the
Location Type/Host Location Type regardless of the agent's class or
environment type. The new values are:
- HE (Head Entity): being the result of merging HO (Head Office) and
AO (Administrative Office) types
- AE (Associate Entity): being the result of merging BR (Branch Office)
and SA (Specific Sales Activity) types. The corresponding queries
containing agent's data will be modified to display these new values.

Weblink FPTP field change for airlines
The Weblink process will be modified for the files sent by LATAM
Airlines where transactions with FPTP=MSCA will change to
IT08.FPTP="CCGR" in the RET files (output) & TCN format files, in
order to identify Weblink sales to Government entities in BSP BR.

Future Developments
Weblink process change in current validations

For internal contacts to BSPlink team,
please open an internal SalesForce case
and escalate through “Operational
Management - HO” queue.

The control over the alpha-numeric fields will be modified within the
Weblink process, for all DISH versions and TCN format in the current
WEBlink and NDClink files. This will permit the following characters to
be reported in the RET files: Full stop/period [.], Slash [/], Minus Sign
[-], Embedded blank (space), Opening Parenthesis [(], Closing
Parenthesis [)], Asterisk [*], Dollar Sign [$] and Backslash [\].

BSPlink Webpage: https://www.bsplink.iata.org

For more information, please visit www.iata.org/cs

